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Mobile Service for US Military
 in Japan, SoftBank
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Prices include tax unless otherwise noted.
Owing to consumption tax calculation, prices may differ from the invoiced amount.

The Benefits of being 
with SoftBank
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SoftBank Shops On

Military Bases in Japan!

Learn more



[image: Use your Own phone or purchase a New Smartphone][image: Use your Own phone or purchase a New Smartphone]

Use your Own phone or

purchase a New Smartphone

Learn more
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Why Get a local

Japanese Phone Number

Learn more



[image: Short Term Service available with NO cancellation fee!][image: Short Term Service available with NO cancellation fee!]

Short Term Service available

with NO cancellation fee!

Learn more











[image: We have shops on all major US military installations in Japan, with English Speaking Crew to support your needs.]



We have shops on all major US 
military installations in Japan, with 
English Speaking Crew to support 
your needs.




We offer a variety of flexible plans and 
services from purchasing a smartphone with 
fullｰservice plans to prepaid or simple 
sign up using your own device.
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[image: he majority of  Military Customers find having a Japanese local number is essential while in Japan.]



The majority of  Military Customers 
find having a Japanese local number 
is essential while in Japan.




No cancellation fee if you end your service early!

You can also apply for service if you are 
staying in Japan short-term!
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Most recommended models!



From the first iPhone distributor
in Japan


[image: iPhone 15 Pro]
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iPhone 15 Pro

Learn more






The best of Google. Even more pro.


[image: Google Pixel 8 Pro]
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Google Pixel 8 Pro

Learn more












eSIM IS HERE!
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What's eSIM?

eSIM is a smartphone with embedded SIM otherwise known as Digital SIM.
If you have an eSIM compatible smartphone, you can sign up the mobile service without newly inserting the physical SIM or replacing the SIM with the existing one. If the device has DSDS: dual SIM dual stand by function, you can even use two different carrier mobile services on one device.

Advantages of eSIM

You can have 2 numbers on 1 device.
Therefore, you can keep your US number while having a Japanese number as well!
You can customize your physical and eSIM! Calls and texts can be set to your US number while data can be set to the SoftBank eSIM.
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	The following SoftBank
 contract patterns are available.
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Various plans to choose from depending on your usage
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ABSOLUTELY RECOMMENDED
Enjoy unlimited data for both 4G and 5G
Merihari Unlimited ＋

[image: Unlimited Data for both 4G & 5G + Automatic Discount for months that you don't use 3GBs]
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	A data speed restriction to 4.5Mbps will be applied if your data usage exceeds 200GB per month.
	Tethering and data sharing are limited to a total of 50GB.
	5G service coverage is currently limited.








	PRICES
Monthly usage fee example:
	[image: 1 person]	[image: 2 person]	[image: 3 person]
	Merihari Unlimited +	Basic Plan (Voice Calls)	¥1,078
	Data Plan Merihari Unlimited	¥6,347
	Merihari Unlimited + Total	¥7,425
	New Everybody Family Discount	-	-¥660	-¥1,210
	Total	Over 2GB	¥7,425	¥6,765	¥6,215
	2GB or less	¥5,775	¥5,115	¥4,565


	*1
    Voice calls will be charged every time you use.

  
	*2
    Tethering, Data Share are limited to total 50GB ( if exceeded, data speed slows down)

  










OTHER VARIOUS PLANS
If you like to use Pocket WiFi or tablet with data only
50GB Plan for Data Only

[image: 50GB Data for both 4G & 5G]
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If you don’t use a lot of data we recommend the Mini Fit Plan Plus
Mini Fit Plan Plus

[image: Pay only for the amount of data you have used + Call Charge Pay only for the amount you have used]
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In addition, more various plans that suit your needs are available.
Visit SoftBank Shops and
ask our bilingual crew!









US Free Roaming with SoftBank Service


[image: Free calls and data in USA and Hawaii with America Flat-rate plan!! Just bring your smartphone along!!]
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[image: For Flat-rate Caterory L Countries For 24 hours !GB → 3GB of data starting from ¥980※1 Worry-free Global Roaming Flat rate Covers 99%※2 of countries and regions(excluding U.S.)! ※1 Until July 12.2023(Japan time).Limited to Category L countries/regions) ※2 Calculated based on actual usage(2019) of SoftBank users]
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Also check the site below if you are looking for inexpensive alternative plans.

Y!mobile for US Military in Japan
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	Information Security
	Privacy Center
	Site Policy
	Site Map



Registration number(Telecommunications carrier):No.72


© SoftBank Corp. All Rights Reserved.









    
    




    
    
















